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ABSTRACT 

Styling is an integral part of any product design and development process. During the 

styling process a designer imparts emotive qualities to products. With the diminishing 

technological differences among products, these emotive qualities play an increasingly 

significant role in enhancing the desirability and sense of ownership towards the product. 

However, the absence of quantitative tools to evaluate and determine the emotive quality 

required in product leads to uncertainty in the styling process. An emotion centred research 

framework is therefore developed in this thesis in the context of motorbikes in India. This 

study establishes a segmentation of motorbike ownership experiences in India based on 

emotive quality. These ownership experiences are seen at the level of bread and butter 

biking, travel and comfort biking, social networking biking, dexterous and exploratory biking 

and high esteem biking segments. 

A biker-bike survey was conducted with 3,106 motorbike owners of 23 different 

motorbikes to evaluate the biker and bike personality associated with each biking segment. 

This biker-bike personality signifies the emotive quality of biking. A self reporting biker-bike 

personality measurement instrument was developed for the purpose of this study by 

identifying a cluster of personality variables that characterise motorbikes in India. The results 

of the quantitative and qualitative analysis established the differentiation in the emotive needs 

and emotive quality of different biking segments. The findings of the study led to the 

development of an emotion centred research framework for product styling which can 

potentially be applied to diverse product categories. Styling of products on the basis of this 

research framework has been termed and explained in the study as emoha based product 

styling. The approach for using this in the context of a styling studio has been presented. 
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